
Inspiration - Intention - Aspiration - Expectation 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, July 26, 2011 at 9:23pm 
Inspiration is part of the Motive Force, the Divine Spark that is involved with our evolving spirit. It forms 
sincere intentions. 
  
Aspiration is Inspiration in action. It is the Power to realize your Inspiration through righteous works as co-
creators of the life world. 
  
Expectations has a duel aspect, one high and one low, that can therefore diffuse one's Inspiration.  
  
Expectation has within it the positive aspect of one's Aspiration, yet it also has the negative aspect of one's 
attachment to the fruits of one's work. 
  
The positive aspect of Expectation, righteously inspired works, belongs to the aspirant as a co-creator of 
life; 
whereas the fruits of these works belong not to the aspirant, but to the Universal Divine One, for it is the 
Involved Universal Divine One Who is Evolving through us. 
  
Letting go of expectation expands one's consciousness of not the ego self, but the same Self of the 
Universal Integral Divine One.  How do I know this?  Inspiration. 
	  
	  
College was the bomb - this is what I can remember 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, July 12, 2011 at 9:31pm 
1) First seriously intimate relationship, for 3 or 4 years 
2) Continued my pursuit for union with God 
3) Dean's list for 3 out of 4 years 
4) Stood up to White folks at every turn 
5) Ran around the track and the 3 miles to and from town like the wind 
6) Established my knowledge of math and computers - two fields that I would eventually work in. 
7) Discovered my taste for wine 
8) Tutored in math and taught first math classes - into to college algebra and GED 
9) Learned how to take care of my self in every way. 
10) Learned how to swim distance 
11) Learned my now expert sport of racquetball 
12) Learned tennis 
13) Learned that Egyptian Art was actually African Art - despite how much the teachers covered it up. 
14) Was a top 10 basketball player in the school, even though I did not play for the team, by choice. 
15) Stayed healthy and disease free. 
16) Got accepted to University of Maryland 
17) Discovered my interest in artificial intelligence 
18) Discovered my interest in African history - starting with the Autobiography of Malcolm X 
19) Learned about the psychology of racism though formal courses and my own observations as a 
Black/Hispanic in a school with 95% White people 
20) Established my manhood 
21) Left with only a $2000 bill 
22) The only person to graduate in my major with honors 
23) Graduated top 10% of class. 
24) The 4th person in my family to go to college, including my mother who did college the same time as 
me, and my father who did college while in jail 
25) Summers staying on campus pretty much alone with my best friend/girl friend. 
	  
	  



Martial Arts is about expressing yourself honestly - 
Bruce Lee 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, July 12, 2011 at 8:42pm 
Bruce Lee - one of the greatest martial artist of all time talked about fighting as ... Expressing your self 
honestly - so it is an art - not so much about doing damage to someone. It is a way of expressing yourself 
honestly.  So all that you do is like a martial art - fighting to express your true self - be it looking for a 
better job, fighting for your education, working out at the park or gym, dealing with family, working on 
your relationships, express yourself honestly and fight the good fight. Life can be a Martial Art - so we 
must learn the Art of Life - 
  
This Art of Life is of no particular form - Bruce Lee shunned forms.  It is a formless form, like water. "Be 
like water my friend." Bruce Lee 
	  
	  
Going for broke for education 
by Roland Lucas on Thursday, July 7, 2011 at 8:23pm 
I once knew first hand a young man of 18 or 19 who had joined the Marine Corps because a recruiter told 
him that he could do college courses and learn computers while doing his 4 years of service. When he got 
to Paris Island South Carolina, he settled into boot camp. After 2 months he asked his Sr. Drill Instructor 
when he would be able to start learning computers and take college courses.  The sargent smiled and told 
him that he got it all wrong. He would be able to save up money during the 4 years and then take college 
courses.  The young man was pissed and felt duped. In that emotional moment he made up my mind that if 
the Marines was not going to help him with my college education, then he was going to get out by any 
means necessary. He did not care. He decided to resist. He decided not to obey any orders and perhaps get 
shipped out. He disobeyed two orders, was cuffed and taken away by the military police. His Sr. drill 
instructor told him that he signed a binding contract for four years and that they could keep him in jail for 
25 years and then maybe he would want to finish boot camp.  In his mind he said give it your best shot. He 
was totally committed to getting out if they were not going to help him with his education. He presented a 
severe depressed and incompetent state when they sent him to a psychiatrist.  The psychiatrist said, " when 
are you going to stop quitting?" In the young mans mind he thought "when I get out of here." The psych 
authorized that he receive a convenience of the government discharge. In about two weeks he was on a 
plane headed back to the homeless shelter he was in before he went to the Marines. He was instantly cured 
of his depression. He soon moved in with a priest and 6 young guys. He then started college at a New York 
College for one year, while working as a messenger for the shelter. After about a year he was sponsored to 
go to a 4 year college out of state.  He made good on that time. He graduated with honors in Math and 
Computer Science, and in the top 10% of the graduating class. This was at a school with 95% White 
students. 
  
The moral of this story is that the young man was willing to go for broke for his education, and in the end it 
paid off. 
	  
	  
Fredick Douglas asked "What to the Slave is the Fourth 
of July?" 
by Roland Lucas on Monday, July 4, 2011 at 3:45pm 
Someone how I consider my spiritual Master teacher wrote the below on the spirit of the 4th of July.  
I responded thinking that it was one of his students who wrote this, so I said exactly what I thought... 
  
The deep & correct spiritual expression which was taught by the American founding fathers is 
freedom or independence from conventional religions & spiritual self-reliance on natural learning & 
self-development. Universal life is on the path of self completion & accomplishment." 



OmNi from Self-Reliance & Constructive Change 
  

•  
o Response by  Roland Lucas 

I appreciate the idealism, but I want to adjust this by saying that this deep and correct 
spiritual expression, was obscured by deep and incorrect practices, namely enslavement 
of Africans. The founding fathers were slave holders, includin...g the first president of 
America. This must be accounted for when talking about the development of this country. 
There is also the millions of Natives who were killed and the millions more displaced. 
This past has been made unconscious to the present generations and the necessary 
remedies have not been made. So this development is slow and masked by continued 
exploitation. 

o The following is from Fredick Douglas who asked "What to the Slave is the Fourth of 
July?" 

o http://teachingamericanhistory.org/library/index.asp?document=162 
o No disrespect to my teacher.  I think he would have elaborated on his statements if this 

issue was posed to him. 

Double Helix of Relationships 
by Roland Lucas on Monday, July 4, 2011 at 7:54am 
People in relationships grow at different rates. We try to synchronize and harmonize like double helix DNA 
strands swirling around each other, periodically crossing; giving space in between yet still headed in the 
same direction; sometimes the double helix splits to produce a child, and an enduring relationship; other 
times it just splits. Sometimes it mutates, adapts and evolves; other times it goes extinct. 
 

Playing the fool / still growing the soul 
by Roland Lucas on Sunday, July 3, 2011 at 8:33pm 
I've played the fool a few times that have seemingly cost dearly.  In those times I convinced myself that I 
was trying to do the right thing, or act out of love for the other.  Yet in those times the cunning, the wolf in 
sheep's clothing, the inconsiderate took advantage of my philanthropy, my passion for the well being of the 
other, my love, and devised a way to ensnare me. Yes I was physically caught out there a few times. Yet 
rest assured, my spirit has never been entrapped, for giving without regard for the outcome is true love, and 
true love in the end is what grows the soul, the purpose of life. 
 

Universal Integral Divine One - You and I are One 
by Roland Lucas on Saturday, July 2, 2011 at 8:10pm 
It is erroneous to think that it benefits us to hurt, dominate, murder, or otherwise abuse others or nature; for 
we are that other and we are nature. Can a tidal wave harm the ocean? Can a fierce storm harm the sky that 
accommodates it? Can an exploding star harm infinite space? We are the ocean expressing as both the calm 
and the turbulent waves. We are infinite space containing the countless stars. We are one with the Supreme 
Self that contains and manifests as the selves of all people. 
  
What we do to others, therefore, we do to ourselves. This is the basis of the imperatives, "Love your 
neighbor as you love yourself,” and “Do onto others, as you would have them do onto you.” When we do 
so, we come to realize that we and the others are, in essence, the same self. 
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Roland Lucas My spirit expressed these words perhaps 10 years ago, and the same spirit 
expresses them now in response to someone who must know that their true self is deeper, 
wider, and higher all at once than the surface, and temporary changes life is presenting. 

 
 
 

The style of harmony 
by Roland Lucas on Saturday, July 2, 2011 at 5:28pm 
The four primary energy phases are classified as Water, Wood, Metal, and Fire. Water energy is collecting, 
returning, recreating, and downward-moving. Wood energy is upward-moving, generating, reviving, 
creative, and transforming. Fire energy is hot, explosive, and consuming, as well as brilliant, prospering, 
and strong. It represents full development. Metal energy is cold, contracting, heavy, stagnant, retreating, 
and reverting. There is a fifth energy that smoothes out the transition of energy from one phase to another. 
This is the harmonizing energy of Earth. These five primary energies have both male and female, or weak 
and strong, aspects to them, which further differentiates reality into ten primary energy phases. 
“The primary energies have both harmonious and destructive relations with each other. In the harmonious 
order, Water gives life to Wood (Vegetation), Wood gives life to Fire, Fire brings forth Earth (ash), Earth 
creates Metal, and Metal can be transformed back into Water. If any one of these phases becomes too 
strong or too weak, the result is an imbalance that results in destruction, or the application of corrective 
forces. This corrective principle is symbolized in our tradition by the deity Heru-Kehuti. In the destructive 
or corrective order, Water overcomes Fire, Fire overcomes Metal, Metal overcomes Wood, and Wood 
overcomes Earth. Careful observation of both the natural world and human social activity will reveal the 
cyclic harmonious and destructive movements of energy through these phases. 
“We call the achievement of a harmonious interaction of forces and events Maat,” the old priest continues. 
“The harmony of Maat, or the harmonious interplay of energy phases, is expressed, for example, in the 
planets revolving around the sun, the moon changing phases, and movement of the four seasons. It is 
expressed in the rhythmic inundations of the Nile River, when the waters of the earth sustain all life forms, 
but do not cover all the lands. Maat is also expressed in the diverse species of plants and animals thriving in 
symbiotic relation to each other and their environment. In the human realm, Maat finds expression when all 
members of a family or society are fully expressing their positive energies as contributors to the whole. 
Maat is expressed when an individual harmonizes his or her inner Neteru with the Neteru that govern the 
universe. The inner Neteru and the outer Neteru are essentially one, for they spring from the same Mother 
and are in constant subtle interchange. In humans, the Neteru have corresponding vital centers along the 
spine. It is an essential part of spiritual cultivation to gather energy into the higher centers along the spine, 
thereby awakening our higher faculties and deepening our levels of consciousness, and our force of being. 
This is accomplished by merging our energies with universal divine energies, the Neteru, through these 
centers. 
  
Without restraint the waters overflow the banks and the crops are washed away. without restraint excessive 
yang or growth turns to yin or decay. without restraint what is vital becomes depleted. without restraint the 
subtle and wise is supplanted with the rough and ignorant. restraint accumulates the chi so that the 
righteous goal is accomplished. restraint insures that what is low will rise. restraint paves the way for 
longevity and self development. restraint is a power very much underestimated. It is the one who practices 
restraint that can be trusted to guide others to prosperity. However, don't mistake restraint for weakness, for 
those who know restraint will outlast the avarice. 
 

"Be like water my friend" - Bruce Lee 
by Roland Lucas on Saturday, July 2, 2011 at 5:25pm 
Water always takes the lowest position. Obstacles do not hinder it. It accommodates whatever is in its path 
and continues to flow forward. By remaining low, it follows its true nature. Its fundamental direction is not 
influenced by superficial obstructions. It never loses its direction. Water is always ocean-bound, seeking to 
reunite with the whole. To follow the way of water is to return to one's spiritual essence. Nothing in the 
world is softer or more yielding than water. But for wearing down the hard and strong, there is nothing like 



it. That yielding overcomes strength and softness overcomes hardness is something that is known by all, 
but practiced by few. 
 
 

Melting glaciers 
by Roland Lucas on Thursday, June 30, 2011 at 8:46am 
So much bad blood between us.  So much was on the line.  So much disappointment. So easy to allow 
negative emotions and resentment to overtake better judgment.  If is were so easy to just part ways and 
never speak again, that choice would have been made thousands of times; but that was not totally an option. 
So the ice glacier grew immense. 
  
But just as the earth's ice age came to an eventual end, so too did ours with just a few sincere kind words in 
the space of 3 minutes. I only wonder where will all that stored water go. 
 
 

Deposits of joy or generating joy? 
by Roland Lucas on Wednesday, June 29, 2011 at 8:58pm 
Recently I read where a man had 150,000 deposited into his checking account by mistake.  It was a great 
boon for him.  He paid off his student loans, prevented his home from going into default, and paid off his 
credit cards. Turns out the money was the tax return of an elderly woman, and it was eventually traced.  He 
was told he had to pay it all back or go to jail.  
  
This is how it goes with joy.  If we wait for and depend on a great boon to be deposited in our life, then 
who's to say that it cannot be taken away just as easily, and leave us feeling jailed from happiness. Is it not 
better to generate your own funds of joy that cannot be taken away? Plus we don't even have to sit in wait 
for that big bonus to land in our account, cause every moment is an opportunity to generate funds of joy 
from within. 
 
 

Plugged in to each life 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, June 21, 2011 at 9:38pm 
For me when I hear that a single person has died an unnatural death, one that could have been avoided, that 
passing is not unlike the end of days, armageddon, my own death.  When I continue after hearing of this 
tragedy, it is like the rebirth of life on earth, resurrection.  I have a new perspective on how precious life is, 
and how responsible I am for adding to miracle of life, and how vital it is to confirm our potential for 
unlimited life. 
 
 

The oldest person in the world at 114 has died. 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, June 21, 2011 at 9:18pm 
The oldest person in the world at 114 has died.  This reminds me that life is so transitory.  114 to me still 
seems like such a short time. In the end the only thing that matters is that we confirm our spiritual 
immortality. Everything we do should align, establish, support, confirm, cultivate our immortal Being. To 
be stuck, preoccupied, all wrapped up into the transitory events as the be all and end all, is limited. 
 
 

Everyone must know for themselves first hand what the 
greatest sages have discovered. 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, June 14, 2011 at 8:10pm 
I put my stuff out there just so that the up and coming can pick up a thing or two what's good to know for 
themselves.  



  
This is something I didn't get first hand from a mentor, so I know how useful it could be. 
  
No one showed me how to go through homelessness, I just did it. 
No one showed me how to do college, I just did it. 
No one showed me how to raise two families, I just did it, as flawed as it was. 
No one showed me how to do grad school, I just did it.  
No one showed me how to have a career in computers, I just did it. 
No one showed me how to change up to being an educator and survive different schools and their culture, I 
just did it.  
No one showed me how to do a PhD, I just did it.  
No one showed me how to reconnect with my African roots and history, I just did it. 
My parents did not show me how to do spiritual culture, but I went after it. 
  
Having someone point to the destination is invaluable, but once the destination is known, the map has to be 
put aside and the trail traversed be one's Self; else all that heavenly glory will be missed.  
  
The great discoveries of life must be discovered by each individual, for themselves. 
Everyone must know for themselves what the greatest sages have discovered. 
 
 

Everyone must know for themselves first hand what the 
greatest sages have discovered. 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, June 14, 2011 at 8:10pm 
I put my stuff out there just so that the up and coming can pick up a thing or two what's good to know for 
themselves.  
  
This is something I didn't get first hand from a mentor, so I know how useful it could be. 
  
No one showed me how to go through homelessness, I just did it. 
No one showed me how to do college, I just did it. 
No one showed me how to raise two families, I just did it, as flawed as it was. 
No one showed me how to do grad school, I just did it.  
No one showed me how to have a career in computers, I just did it. 
No one showed me how to change up to being an educator and survive different schools and their culture, I 
just did it.  
No one showed me how to do a PhD, I just did it.  
No one showed me how to reconnect with my African roots and history, I just did it. 
My parents did not show me how to do spiritual culture, but I went after it. 
  
Having someone point to the destination is invaluable, but once the destination is known, the map has to be 
put aside and the trail traversed be one's Self; else all that heavenly glory will be missed.  
  
The great discoveries of life must be discovered by each individual, for themselves. 
Everyone must know for themselves what the greatest sages have discovered. 
 
 

Balance - a moving target 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, June 7, 2011 at 8:58pm 
Balance is not finding the middle for each situation - its finding the right proportions for each situation, 
each time; and each time the right proportion might be different - such balance requires a facility to make 
adjustments with confidence, discernment, fluidity, and faith. 
  



Sure to throw balance off are attachments of all sorts, that are like ankle weights to the gymnast; or vicious 
winds to the high wire walker. 
  
Sure to restore lost balance is detachment all ego fears and desires.  This is naturally done when one 
embraces the True Self. To avoid stumbling the the dark, shine the light of your True Self. 
 

From my book - "Can a tidal wave harm the ocean that 
you are? 
by Roland Lucas on Sunday, June 5, 2011 at 8:19pm 
This integral way of life ultimately leads us to the realization that we all share in the essence of the 
Supreme Being and, in fact, are part of the Supreme Being that is manifesting through our own beings. 
From this perspective, it is erroneous to think that it benefits us to hurt, dominate, murder, or otherwise 
abuse others or nature; for we are that other and we are nature. Can a tidal wave harm the ocean? Can a 
fierce storm harm the sky that accommodates it? Can an exploding star harm infinite space? We are the 
ocean expressing as both the calm and the turbulent waves. We are infinite space containing the countless 
stars. We are one with the Supreme Self that contains and manifests as the selves of all people. 
  
What we do to others, therefore, we do to ourselves. This is the basis of the imperatives, "Love your 
neighbor as you love yourself,” and “Do onto others, as you would have them do onto you.” When we do 
so, we come to realize that we and the others are, in essence, the same self. The error in our thinking is we 
accept only that which our limited senses and intellect tell us is real, despite knowing first-hand the 
limitations of the senses. We make assumptions and rationalizations based on the partial perception of our 
senses. Doing so leads us far from the ocean of truth and into a small, isolated pond of limited vision, into a 
limited self-identify. 
 
 

calm that down. 
by Roland Lucas on Sunday, June 5, 2011 at 5:27pm 
when there is confusion, self doubt, yearning, burning, depression, sadness, fear, worry, tension, 
exasperation, impatience, disorganized movement; detachment is need to calm all that down. 
 
 

Summer plans: 
by Roland Lucas on Sunday, June 5, 2011 at 5:11pm 
Summer plans: 
  
1) Write dissertation proposal - good enough to publish to a journal 
2) Line up second exam committee 
3) Read up on literature for second exam 
4) Get back #1 in Racquetball - hit the gym 
5) Hit the drum circle scene 
6) Find a good woman 
7) fung shway my place 
8) resume spiritual practice- deep tai chi and chi gong 
9) summer trip 
10) teach summer school 
 
 

the unseen hand 
by Roland Lucas on Sunday, June 5, 2011 at 2:54pm 



the system of White supremacy reaches into the psyche of its victims much like a vampire bat reaches 
its victims. It creeps up to it prey in silence, slices open a vein, injects an anticoagulant to prevent 
healing, and allow the blood to flow continuously, all while the victim is unaware that its life 
substance is getting drained. The point is that we are unaware that much of what drains us, ails us 
can be traced back to the White Supremacy system. 
 
 

Highs and Lows of Being a Black Male Teacher 
by Roland Lucas on Monday, May 23, 2011 at 10:50pm 
The saddest part of being a Black/Hispanic Male Teacher of Black/Hispanic students is seeing when they, 
responding to stereotypes and programs implanted by the dominant society, disrespect what you try to do 
for them as in teach them to represent themselves and their communities in a positive way; in short bite the 
hand that feeds them. 
  
The happiest part is seeing those who do recognize what you try to do for them, take full advantage, and in 
doing so, put themselves in a position to progress and succeed. 
 
 

The wellspring of a healthy relationship 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, May 10, 2011 at 7:15pm 
“A village can be changed and the people can move away, but a well remains the same. When water is 
drawn, the bucket or jar must be raised from the bottom in such a way that it does not hit against the sides 
of the well. Otherwise, it may break and the goal will not be achieved”. 
  
How does this relate to you and your goal of a good relationship? 
Your natural mental and spiritual energy is the well. It is what refreshes and nurtures a healthy relationship. 
It is what drew your mate to you in the first place. Now if this natural inner energy is pulled on in a hurried 
way, this will cause emotional stress and strain (the bucket hitting against the sides of the well). There may 
even be a breaking point, and the goal of nurturing a healthy relationship would not be achieved. On the 
other hand, if your nurturing energy is drawn upon in a slow, steady, even handed way, the water (your 
natural energy) will not be squandered, you will not experience as much emotional turbulence, and your 
goal of a long healthy relationship can be achieved. 
  
Another aspect to consider is that a well, your natural spiritual energy, is not meant for just one person. It 
can serve a mate, it can serve your community, it can serve your family, it can serve you. Do not become so 
exclusive with your loving energy. You should especially learn to cultivate your energy to serve your own 
individual development and life goals. 
  
Sometimes we invest so much of our heart, mind and spirit into a significant other, that we forget we are 
spirits having a physical experience to deepen our spiritual awareness. We forget our life mission. We even 
forget to simply be happy and joyful for the life opportunity. We forget how to be at peace with ourselves. 
In that case your well can serve no one, if it cannot even serve yourself. You will find that when you can be 
more at peace with your self, you will better serve yourself, and the family you hope to build. 
  
“Some people dig only three to five feet for water, and upon striking a rock, dig another hole and then 
another. With such shallow efforts, water is never reached. It is better to dig one well deep enough to reach 
water than to did nine shallow wells which provide nothing.” This speaks to perseverance and commitment. 
It speaks to not being shallow and following after superficial or fleeting desires. A lasting relationship has 
to be based on more than the physical or emotional. It has to have a spiritual base. Without a spiritual base, 
the well water of your relationship will be more muddy than sweet, leaving a bitter taste in your mouth. 
  
It also speaks to being sure that you have picked a good spot to dig in the first place. As for me I did not 
make sure of this and made a big mistake marrying someone who was not right for me. This only ended in 
divorce. But when you slow things down, look at the signs, such as a surrounding trees with deep roots (a 



mate with good morals, patience, a good supporting family), then there is a good chance you will find 
water, a nurturing and supportive mate with whom to raise a family. 
  
Specific guidance: 
  
Any good relationship starting off needs guidance from elders, teachers, counselors, or other experienced 
couples. The guidance given you should be respected in the early stages to help form a solid base from 
which to build your own home together. Too often young people refuse to take this guidance on how to 
draw water from the well and cause their buckets to hit the sides repeatedly, causing strain in the 
relationship. I would advise that you seek out people who you both respect and will yield to their guidance. 
These guides will show you both how to draw from the wellspring of your love and natural energies in an 
even, balanced, way so as not to break your jars. Then you can keep drawing sweet water from the well, 
nurturing each other, your future children, and your community, for a long time. 
 
 

The Nei-yeh (Inner Cultivation or Inward Training) 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, May 10, 2011 at 3:56pm 
The Nei-yeh (Inner Cultivation or Inward Training) 
Anonymous - Mid 4th Century BCE 
  
Translated by Harold Roth 
  
One 
  
The vital essence of all things:  
It is this that brings them to life. 
  
It generates the five grains below 
And becomes the constellated stars above. 
  
When flowing amid the heavens and the earth 
We call it ghostly and numinous. 
  
When stored within the chests of human beings, 
We call them sages. 
  
Two 
  
Therefore this vital energy is: 
Bright! - as if ascending from the heavens; 
  
Dark! - as if entering an abyss; 
Vast! - as if dwelling in an ocean; 
  
Lofty! - as if dwelling on a mountain peak. 
Therefore this vital energy 
  
Cannot be halted by force, 
Yet can be secured by inner power [Te]. 
  
Cannot be summoned by speech, 
Yet can be welcomed by awareness. 
  
Reverently hold onto it and do not lose it: 



This is called "developing inner power." 
  
When inner power develops and wisdom emerges, 
The myriad things will, to the last one, be grasped. 
  
Three 
  
All the forms of the mind 
Are naturally infused and filled with it [the vital essence], 
  
Are naturally generated and developed [because of] it. 
It is lost 
  
Inevitably because of sorrow, happiness, joy, anger, desire, and profit-seeking. 
If you are able to cast off sorrow, happiness, joy, anger, desire and profit-seeking, 
  
Your mind will just revert to equanimity. 
The true condition of the mind 
  
Is that it finds calmness beneficial and, by it, attains repose. 
Do not disturb it, do not disrupt it 
  
And harmony will naturally develop. 
  
  
Four 
Clear! as though right by your side. 
  
Vague! as though it will not be attained. 
Indescribable! as though beyond the limitless. 
  
The test of this is not far off: 
Daily we make use of its inner power. 
  
The Way is what infuses the body, 
Yet people are unable to fix it in place. 
  
It goes forth but does not return, 
It comes back but does not stay. 
  
Silent! none can hear its sound. 
Suddenly stopping! it abides within the mind. 
  
Obscure! we do not see its form. 
Surging forth! it arises with us. 
  
We do not see its form, 
We do not hear its sound, 
  
Yet we can perceive an order to its accomplishments. 
We call it "the Way." 
  
Five 
  
The Way has no fixed position; 



It abides within the excellent mind. 
  
When the mind is tranquil and the vital breath is regular, 
The Way can thereby be halted. 
  
That Way is not distant from us; 
When people attain it they are sustained 
  
That Way is not separated from us; 
When people accord with it they are harmonious. 
  
Therefore: Concentrated! as though you could be roped together with it. 
Indiscernible! as though beyond all locations. 
  
The true state of that Way: 
How could it be conceived of and pronounced upon? 
  
Cultivate your mind, make your thoughts tranquil, 
And the Way can thereby be attained. 
  
Six 
  
As for the Way: 
It is what the mouth cannot speak of, 
  
The eyes cannot see, 
And the ears cannot hear. 
  
It is that with which we cultivate the mind and align the body. 
When people lose it they die; 
  
When people gain it they flourish. 
When endeavours lose it they fail; 
  
When they gain it they succeed. 
The Way never has a root or trunk, 
  
It never has leaves or flowers. 
The myriad things are generated by it; 
  
The myriad things are completed by it. 
We designate it "the Way." 
  
Seven 
  
For the heavens, the ruling principle is to be aligned. 
For the earth, the ruling principle is to be level. 
  
For human beings the ruling principle is to be tranquil. 
Spring, autumn, winter and summer are the seasons of the heavens. 
  
Mountains, hills, rivers, and valleys are the resources of the earth. 
Pleasure and anger, accepting and rejecting are the devices of human beings. 
  
Therefore, the sage: 



Alters with the seasons but doesn't transform, 
  
Shifts with things but doesn't change places with them. 
  
  
Eight 
If you can be aligned and be tranquil, 
  
Only then can you be stable. 
With a stable mind at your core, 
  
With the eyes and ears acute and clear, 
And with the four limbs firm and fixed, 
  
You can thereby make a lodging place for the vital essence. 
The vital essence: it is the essence of the vital energy. 
  
When the vital energy is guided, it [the vital essence] is generated, 
But when it is generated, there is thought, 
  
When there is thought, there is knowledge, 
But when there is knowledge, then you must stop. 
  
Whenever the forms of the mind have excessive knowledge, 
You loose your vitality. 
  
Nine 
  
Those who can transform even a single thing, call them "numinous"; 
Those who can alter even a single situation, call them "wise." 
  
But to transform without expending vital energy; to alter without expending wisdom: 
Only exemplary persons who hold fast to the One are able to do this. 
  
Hold fast to the One; do not loose it, 
And you will be able to master the myriad things. 
  
Exemplary persons act upon things, 
And are not acted upon by them, 
  
Because they grasp the guiding principle of the One. 
  
  
Ten 
With a well-ordered mind within you, 
  
Well-ordered words issue forth from your mouth, 
And well-ordered tasks are imposed on others. 
  
Then all under heaven will be well-ordered. 
"When one word is grasped, 
  
All under the heavens will submit. 
When one word is fixed, 
  



All under heavens will listen." 
It is this [word "Way"] to which the saying refers. 
  
Eleven 
  
When your body is not aligned, 
The inner power will not come. 
  
When you are not tranquil within, 
Your mind will not be ordered. 
  
Align your body, assist the inner power, 
Then it will gradually come on its own. 
  
Twelve 
  
The numinous [mind]: no one knows its limit; 
It intuitively knows the myriad things. 
  
Hold it within you, do not let it waver. 
To not disrupt your senses with external things, 
  
To not disrupt your mind with your senses: 
This is called "grasping it within you." 
  
Thirteen 
  
There is a numinous [mind] naturally residing within; 
One moment it goes, the next it comes, 
  
And no one is able to conceive of it. 
If you loose it you are inevitably disordered; 
  
If you attain it you are inevitably well ordered. 
Diligently clean out its lodging place 
  
And its vital essence will naturally arrive. 
Still your attempts to imagine and conceive of it. 
  
Relax your efforts to reflect on and control it. 
Be reverent and diligent 
  
And its vital essence will naturally stabilize. 
Grasp it and don't let go 
  
Then the eyes and ears won't overflow 
And the mind will have nothing else to seek. 
  
When a properly aligned mind resides within you, 
The myriad things will be seen in their proper perspective. 
  
Fourteen 
  
The Way fills the entire world. 
It is everywhere that people are, 



  
But people are unable to understand this. 
When you are released by this one word: 
  
You reach up to the heavens above; 
You stretch down to the earth below; 
  
You pervade the nine inhabited regions. 
What does it mean to be released by it? 
  
The answer resides in the calmness of the mind. 
When your mind is well-ordered, your senses are well-ordered. 
  
When your mind is calm, your senses are calmed. 
What makes them well-ordered is the mind; 
  
What makes them calm is the mind. 
By means of the mind you store the mind: 
  
Within the mind there is yet another mind. 
That mind within the mind: it is an awareness that precedes words. 
  
Only after there is awareness does it take shape; 
Only after it takes shape it there a word. 
  
Only after there is a word is it implemented; 
Only after it is implemented is there order. 
  
Without order, you will always be chaotic. 
If chaotic, you die. 
  
Fifteen 
  
For those who preserve and naturally generate vital essence 
On the outside a calmness will flourish. 
  
Stored inside, we take it to be the well-spring. 
Floodlike, it harmonizes and equalizes 
  
And we take it to be the fount of the vital energy. 
When the fount is not dried up, 
  
The four limbs are firm. 
When the spring is not drained, 
  
Vital energy freely circulates through the nine apertures. 
You can then exhaust the heavens and the earth 
  
And spread over the four seas. 
When you have no delusions within you, 
  
Externally there will be no disasters. 
Those who keep their minds unimpaired within, 
  
Externally keep their bodies unimpaired, 



Who do not encounter heavenly disasters 
  
Or meet with harm at the hands of others, 
Call them Sages. 
  
Sixteen 
  
If people can be aligned and tranquil, 
Their skin will be ample and smooth, 
  
Their eyes and ears will be acute and clear, 
Their muscles will be supple and their bones will be strong, 
  
They will then be able to hold up the Great Circle [of the heavens] 
And tread firmly over the Great Square [of the earth]. 
  
They will mirror things with great purity. 
And they will perceive things with great clarity. 
  
Reverently be aware [of the Way] and do not waver, 
And you will daily renew your inner power, 
  
Thoroughly understand all under the heavens, 
And exhaust everything within the Four Directions. 
  
To reverently bring forth the effulgence [of the Way]: 
This is called "inward attainment." 
  
If you do this but fail to return to it, 
This will cause a wavering in your vitality. 
  
Seventeen 
  
For all [to practice] this Way: 
You must coil, you must contract, 
  
You must uncoil, you must expand, 
You must be firm, you must be regular [in this practice]. 
  
Hold fast to this excellent [practice]; do not let go of it. 
Chase away the excessive; abandon the trivial. 
  
And when you reach its ultimate limit 
You will return to the Way and the inner power. 
  
Eighteen 
  
When there is a mind that is unimpaired within you, 
It cannot be hidden. 
  
It will be known in your countenance, 
And seen in your skin colour. 
  
If with this good flow of vital energy you encounter others, 
They will be kinder to you than your own brethren. 



  
But if with a bad flow of vital energy you encounter others, 
They will harm you with their weapons. 
  
[This is because] the wordless pronouncement 
Is more rapid than the drumming of thunder. 
  
The perceptible form of the mind's vital energy 
Is brighter than the sun and moon, 
  
And more apparent than the concern of parents. 
Rewards are not sufficient to encourage the good; 
  
Punishments are not sufficient to discourage the bad. 
Yet once this flow of vital energy is achieved, 
  
All under heaven will submit. 
And once the mind is made stable, 
  
All under heaven will listen. 
  
  
Nineteen 
By concentrating your vital breath as if numinous, 
  
The myriad things will all be contained within you. 
Can you concentrate? Can you unite with them? 
  
Can you not resort to divining by tortoise or milfoil 
Yet know bad and good fortune? 
  
Can you stop? Can you cease? 
Can you not seek it in others, 
  
Yet attain it within yourself? 
You think and think about it 
  
And think still further about it. 
You think, yet still cannot penetrate it. 
  
While the ghostly and numinous will penetrate it, 
It is not due to the power of the ghostly and numinous, 
  
But to the utmost refinement of your essential vital breath. 
When the four limbs are aligned 
  
And the blood and vital breath are tranquil, 
Unify your awareness, concentrate your mind, 
  
Then your eyes and ears will not be over-stimulated. 
And even the far-off will seem close at hand. 
  
Twenty 
  
Deep thinking generates knowledge. 



Idleness and carelessness generate worry. 
  
Cruelty and arrogance generate resentment. 
Worry and grief generate illness. 
  
When illness reaches a distressing degree, you die. 
When you think about something and don't let got of it, 
  
Internally you will be distressed, externally you will be weak. 
Do not plan things out in advance 
  
Or else your vitality will cede its dwelling. 
In eating, it is best not to fill up; 
  
In thinking, it is best not to overdo. 
Limit these to the appropriate degree 
  
And you will naturally reach it [vitality]. 
  
  
Twenty-one 
As for the life of all human beings: 
  
The heavens brings forth their vital essence, 
The earth brings forth their bodies. 
  
These two combine to make a person. 
When they are in harmony there is vitality; 
  
When they are not in harmony there is no vitality. 
If we examine the Way of harmonizing them, 
  
Its essentials are not visible, 
Its signs are not numerous. 
  
Just let a balanced and aligned [breathing] fill your chest 
And it will swirl and blend with your mind, 
  
This confers longevity. 
When joy and anger are not limited, 
  
You should make a plan [to limit them]. 
Restrict the five sense-desires; 
  
Cast away these dual misfortunes. 
Be not joyous, be not angry, 
  
Just let a balanced and aligned [breathing] fill your chest. 
  
  
Twenty-two 
As for the vitality of all human beings: 
  
It inevitably occurs because of balanced and aligned [breathing]. 
The reason for its loss 



  
Is inevitably pleasure and anger, worry and anxiety. 
Therefore, to bring your anger to a halt, there is nothing better than poetry; 
  
To cast off worry there is nothing better than music; 
To limit music there is nothing better than rites; 
  
To hold onto the rites there is nothing better than reverence; 
To hold onto reverence there is nothing better than tranquility. 
  
When you are inwardly tranquil and outwardly reverent 
You are able to return to your innate nature 
  
And this nature will become greatly stable. 
  
  
Twenty-three 
For all the Way of eating is that: 
  
Overfilling yourself with food will impair your vital energy 
And cause your body to deteriorate. 
  
Over-restricting your consumption causes the bones to wither 
And the blood to congeal. 
  
The mean between overfilling and over-restricting: 
This is called "harmonious completion." 
  
It is where the vital essence lodges 
And knowledge is generated. 
  
When hunger and fullness lose their proper balance, 
You make a plan to correct this. 
  
When full, move quickly; 
When hungry, neglect your thoughts; 
  
When old, forget worry. 
If when full you don't move quickly, 
  
Vital energy will not circulate to your limbs. 
If when hungry you don't neglect your thoughts of food, 
  
When you finally eat you will not stop. 
If when old you don't forget your worries, 
  
The fount of your vital energy will rapidly drain out. 
  
  
Twenty-four 
When you enlarge your mind and let go of it, 
  
When you relax your vital breath and expand it, 
When your body is calm and unmoving: 
  



And you maintain the One and discard the myriad disturbances, 
You will see profit and not be enticed by it, 
  
You will see harm and not be frightened by it. 
Relaxed and unwound, yet acutely sensitive, 
  
In solitude you delight in your own person. 
This is called "revolving the vital breath": 
  
Your thoughts and deeds seem heavenly. 
  
  
Twenty-five 
The vitality of all people 
  
Inevitably comes from their peace of mind. 
When anxious, you loose this guiding thread; 
  
When angry, you lose this basic point. 
When you are anxious or sad, pleased or angry, 
  
The Way has no place to settle. 
Love and desire: still them! 
  
Folly and disturbance: correct them! 
Do not push it! do not pull it! 
  
Good fortune will naturally return to you, 
And that Way will naturally come to you 
  
So you can rely on and take counsel from it. 
If you are tranquil then you will attain it; 
  
If you are agitated then you will lose it. 
  
  
Twenty-six 
That mysterious vital energy within the mind: 
  
One moment it arrives, the next it departs. 
So fine, there is nothing within it; 
  
So vast, there is nothing outside it. 
We lose it 
  
Because of the harm caused by mental agitation. 
When the mind can hold on to tranquility, 
  
The Way will become naturally stabilized. 
For people who have attained the Way 
  
It permeates their pores and saturates their hair. 
Within their chest, they remain unvanquished. 
  
[Follow] this Way of restricting sense-desires 



And the myriad things will not cause you harm. 
 
 

Oppression exist partly due to complicit acceptance - 
you understand? You do? So don't accept it. 
by Roland Lucas on Friday, May 6, 2011 at 9:54pm 
the powers that be exists as such only because we accept the arrangement. 
  
One of the tricks of oppressors is to make you think that unequal arrangements are either, natural, your own 
fault, or only temporary as you gain merit though a system that rewards hard work. 
  
In the mean time, the haves keep on having and the have nots keep on having not. 
  
Deny the power arrangement and set yourself free. 
 
 

Moms says take one day at a time, live in the moment. 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, May 3, 2011 at 6:39pm 
I just had my first conversation with my mother after her finding out that she has cancer. She is surprisingly 
up beat. I thought it would be harder to have this conversation, but it was nice. Her main message was that 
she takes one day at a time, because she does not know what will happen tomorrow. Live in the moment. 
Wow. She actually lifted my spirits and I was prepared to try to lift hers. 
 
 

Rubbing out Bin Laden 
by Roland Lucas on Monday, May 2, 2011 at 8:10pm 
Now that he has been rubbed out, I think there are bigger questions to ask, particularly how the U.S. will 
position itself with Islamic countries in such a way as to foster peace, cooperation, mutual respect, mutual 
understanding, mutual prosperity.  If these things are not actively nurtured then, we will just repeat the 
same cycle with a new Bin Laden. I think the treatment of Palestinians is a litmus test. 
 

African Spirituality - Truth Drum 
by Roland Lucas on Saturday, April 30, 2011 at 8:14pm 
African drumming is for me not just about music and dance, though that can be deep.  It's also about 
accessing the spirit, the collective spirit, but also the individual spirit. 
  
I use the Djembe drum in a way that I've not seen anyone ever use it to be "in tune" with my inner Spirit.  I 
use it as a "Truth Drum".  
  
I flip the drum, and speak into the bottom opening while I tap on the head.  I then have the distinct sense of 
how Native Americans enter the spirit world in their chanting. 
  
I start off like that, usually with the OM Hekau (word of power).  
  
Then as I speak into the drum, I speak only the truth about what is in my Spirit.  
  
I call it the Truth Drum, but it is just an occasion for me to commune with my higher spirit and to know its 
guidance into a problem that I need to resolve. 
  
We should be able to tell the absolute truth as we know it at any time.  The truth drum is my way to amplify 
my truth.  



  
I would say that my African Ancestors have shown this way to me. 
 

This is right up there with saying the 2012 prophesy is 
true, and that life on earth will forever change. 
by Roland Lucas on Saturday, April 30, 2011 at 3:47pm 
First we think we will live forever. 
  
Then we see tragic loss of life and presume it will never be me.  
  
Then we realize it can be and thank our lucky stars.  
  
Then we see the elders go one by one, knowing one day far into the future it will be our turn but we 
somehow are able to push that out of our mind and carry on with fond memories of grandma or grandpa.  
  
We again see the tragic loss of a close friend, uncle, cousin, or those of our best friend. We may have 
watched the movie "Final Destination" with a whimsical feeling. 
  
We hear about wars, genocide, tsunamis, and all kinds of statistics. 
  
Then the end comes closer, in my case with father. 
  
By now we may have developed a spiritual / philosophical perspective, seeing ourselves in an after life. 
  
Yet none of this can truly prepare you for the news that your mother, the one who birthed you, suckled you, 
raised you, supported you, guided you, lifted you, praised you, the one who you are most like, whose blood 
made your blood, has only 1 year to live. 
  
This is right up there with saying the 2012 prophesy is true, and that life on earth will forever change, and 
this is not a movie. 
  
Some have experienced this already, even at a young age, but for me I feel like a baby in this. 
 

last conversation - "put it in the garbage" 
by Roland Lucas on Sunday, April 24, 2011 at 7:34pm 
I had my last conversation with my mother before she will be told tomorrow about her life threatening 
cancer. Again she was concerned about my health, my stress level.  Her advice, "put it in the garbage". This 
rung true to me, as often in my meditation I do just that.  I identify what is bothering me, imagine it as a 
black ball that I toss into a fire, or a constricting rope that I slice away with my indestructible sword that 
represents my undeniable will.  I was glad to hear this from her, because it indicates to me that she will not 
allow her illness to overcome her spirit. What a lesson ... let nothing, not even the threat of death overcome 
your spirit. What will I do when my time comes?  I will most certainly remember this lesson from my 
mother. 
 

In the mean time 
by Roland Lucas on Friday, April 22, 2011 at 6:10pm 
If you can love someone intellectually/mentally, spiritually, psychically, emotionally, AND then 
physically, well that is the best. Everything else it seems to me is ... in the mean time, leading up to THAT; 
cause once you get some of THAT kind of lovin, everything else is just trying to get back to THAT. Now 
there is a secret ... If you cannot obtain it externally, it's possible to obtain it internally. 
 
 



Maat = Selfless love = Mother 
by Roland Lucas on Friday, April 22, 2011 at 3:41pm 
Just a few moments ago, my moms calls me asking about the twitching I was feeling in my face due to 
stress caused by worrying over my High School work.  She explained to me how health is the most 
important thing, and how I should not worrying about how other people are, especially teenagers since this 
world is so much more complex than back in the day. 
  
As she was telling me all of this I was wondering if my brother had told her yet her diagnosis of level 4 
breast cancer.  He said he would tell her today.  We wanted to keep her from this news yesterday because it 
was her birthday.  How do you tell your mother, 76 but still mentally alert, that her life is ... in danger of 
ending soon? 
  
But that was not the take away thought when I hung up.  It was her concern for me, even though she is 
going through health changes of her own.  Her spirit knows what is happening, yet she still reached out in 
concern for my health.  I will never forget that.  This is love, Maat, giving seeking nothing in return. 
 

The Real Real 
by Roland Lucas on Wednesday, April 20, 2011 at 7:14pm 
personal gain/loss, personal success/failure; personal strength/weakness; personal happiness/sadness;  
acceptance/rejection ... buying into these dualities causes not only stress, blindness, and a waste of energy, 
but loss of time better spent knowing the Real Real behind these things. 
 
 

I saw between the breaths 
by Roland Lucas on Wednesday, April 20, 2011 at 5:01pm 
I saw a glimpse of what is to come.  It was a shortness of breath from doing the simplest task.  Then there 
was the cover up, not done well enough to evade my discerning eye. I pretend that the momentary silence is 
regular occurrence. I take more sampling glimpses and see a grimace, a struggle for the saving breath of 
life. I see the struggle, the battle for regularity, normalcy. I see the mind contemplating the implication of 
the failing ability to fight off the thief of breath. She wins this time, but the adversary is not deterred. It 
remains lurking.  I think of that final inevitable battle, but only for an instant, 'cause I cannot fathom more 
that that. There are so many lessons. But there is a time when there are no more lessons, when life just has 
to be lived with all vigor; when we are the lesson, the meaning, the Being sought after. In between the 
breaths, the eternal Self who I Am, is That which I must realize. Not the inhale, not the exhale; above life 
and death; the Immoral who is both, and above both. I Am That. 
 

love song for Moms 
by Roland Lucas on Wednesday, April 20, 2011 at 12:41pm 
Moms birthday - about to get together and celebrate - brother wants to keep the bad news a secret for one 
more day - we will play it off but you cant fool the spirit - at any rate we will play the love song 
 

love song for Moms 
by Roland Lucas on Wednesday, April 20, 2011 at 12:41pm 
Moms birthday - about to get together and celebrate - brother wants to keep the bad news a secret for one 
more day - we will play it off but you cant fool the spirit - at any rate we will play the love song 
 

Nothing will ever be the same 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, April 19, 2011 at 5:44pm 
I found out for sure today that my mother has breast cancer. Nothing will ever be the same again, even as I 
embrace the beauty in this ugliness. 
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Emilia Emmy Esquilin I understand... 
 

A naion that plays together stays together 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, April 19, 2011 at 5:16pm 
What motivates me? What moves me, what do I shed tears for? Since a child I always loved the harmony of 
play: Team tag, punch ball, skelly, softball, basketball, red light, / green light / 123, skating, hot peas and 
butter ... Then I found out that there are people who just don’t play fair. Not only that, there are people who 
don’t allow the harmony of play to happen.  They teach their kids not to play with others because of their 
skin color.  They make people sad, hungry, depressed, afraid, broken, that they no longer want to play.  
When I see this, I am moved to tears, and motivated to change that. I have been motivated ever since I 
found out about such people, to put them on timeout, so that everyone else can continue to play; and once 
these spoilers see the error of their ways, to teach them how to play fair again. The play must continue and 
be guarded by any means necessary. A nation that plays together, stays together. 
 
 

joy and pain, sunshine and rain, in the GREAT 
EQUALITY, they are the same - ALL GOOD 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, April 19, 2011 at 4:27pm 
things are being put into sharp relief - The fork in the road is straight ahead; but even when life and death is 
in the balance, all is not so heavy and grave.  It is not me who directs life, the fruits of labor; it is I and I. 
Joy and pain, sunshine and rain, in the GREAT EQUALITY, they are the same - ITS ALL GOOD 



     
love - can do without it, but don't want to 
by Roland Lucas on Monday, April 18, 2011 at 7:58pm 
Better to have loved lost and loved, than to have loved, lost and that that's all. 

Mother Mother - Life changing event 
by Roland Lucas on Monday, April 18, 2011 at 12:44pm 
Tomorrow my mother will find out what my brother and I already know, that she has level 4 cancer. Even 
though my brother told me, he is in somewhat a denial stage.  As for me, I am stunned, but look to the next 
phase, the batlle to regain her health. Tomorrow life will change forever. Life is not to be taken for granted, 
but to be lived with mindfulness. I do know that moms will show my brother and I how to be brave, and we 
will in turn show her how she has been our goddess all of our lives. 
 

Nature Resonding #2 
by Roland Lucas on Monday, April 18, 2011 at 8:52am 
So I ride my bike to the same spot.  The air is a bit chilly for riding so I'm glad to stop to do my Tai Chi.  
The 15 ducks that were gathered there yesterday are no where to be seen.  The pond is quiet.  I don't mind 
quiet.  Things normally unseen become visible in the quiet. I begin my movements, Yin part of Style of 
Harmony. Half way through the form, the silence is broken.  High above the trees two ducks are quacking 
loudly announcing their landing.  They come swooping down, flaps up, landing gear deployed. They streek 
across the pond in synchronous landing and headed straight for me, slowly bringing their quacking down. 
They paddle the rest of the way up the bank and take the same place as yesterday, allowing the silence to 
one again permeate air.  They proceed to groom themselves and I only give them passing glimpses as I 
continue my harmonization with Nature and Self. I wonder if they were the same two ducks that greeted me 
yesterday. 
  
They only stay for a brief few moments before they enter the pond and swim the 50 yards to the other side. 
I wonder if my not paying them any attention board them.  I'm momentarily let down, but continue to 
practice. As I am finishing up, the same two ducks approach again.  But remain about 10 yards out. They 
both continuously dump their heads in the water and groom themselves. After a few minutes of this one 
mounts the other pushing her down under the water. I think to myself they wanted some space to make 
love, I would too. I then feel like continuing my Tai Chi longer. I start again, but make my movements 
wider and deeper. I notice the sun and the warmer feeling.  The ducks finish their love making, and 
approach up the bank once again. They continue to groom themselves, I continue to harminize my energies. 
A man with a dog comes running along the road behind me.  One duck sounds the alarm. I ignore them as 
the interlopers pass by.  The ducks settle back down to grooming.  I finish up my Chi performance, 
returning the energy to my lower dantian. I approach the ducks from the right side to get my bike, slowly 
back out and leave.  As I mount and peddle away I hear a few quacks.  You too, see you next time. 
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Cassandra Gagnon A mindfulness moment, no doubt 



Nature responding 
by Roland Lucas on Sunday, April 17, 2011 at 7:49pm 
This morning I took my morning walk in the park.  I found my favorite spot to do Tai Chi, a clearing near 
the ponds edge, well lit by the sun, yet shaded by a few trees.  About 15 ducks were in that spot, along the 
banks, when I arrived and proceeded to swim out to a safe distance as I occupied the space. There presence 
was a good sign that the energy there was auspicious. I began my Tai Chi movements, the Yin part of the 
style of harmony.  
  
Half way into my form, two of the larger ducks began to swim back towards me. I continued harmonizing 
with the water, morning light, trees and air. The ducks seemed to be attracted to the movement. I continued 
paying them only marginal attention.  They then came back on the bank just 10 feet away. I was comforted 
that my form and spirit harmonized with nature.  
  
I became more involved with my practice, deepening my breath and allowing it to support my movements. 
These two ducks forgot about me, and proceeded to groom themselves; one even caught a nap. This nap 
was interrupted by the alert call of the other duck when it spotted a dog.  I continued my movements.  The 
ducks, seeing the danger pass, both laid down and only occasionally watched me. I felt honored by nature 
that these two ducks not only did not fear me, but added their presence to my experience. 
  
I wondered if in my Tai Chi movements designed by the ancients incorporated movements of birds, and 
this is what was so familiar to these ducks.  When I finished the third repetion, I approached closer to the 
ducks to pick up my Arnis stick, and left the ducks undisturbed. It was a nice moment communing with 
nature. 

detachment ... the way to peace 
by Roland Lucas on Saturday, April 16, 2011 at 8:17pm 
wanting something too much can be a trap. Strong attachment quickly generates fear of loss of it, pain 
suffering on account of it, and anger about it. The way out? Detachment from it ... from the fruits of action, 
from even the idea that we possess it, own it, deserve it, or are the doer that makes it. That's when the 
yearning heart settles down and peace comes. 
  
Why are we not the doer that makes it? Because All is the all and therefore the doer. 
  
There is no personal loss or gain, no personal success or failure, no personal self that is the doer, so there is 
no personal pain, fear, or sadness. 
 
 

A spiritual warrior 
by Roland Lucas on Friday, April 15, 2011 at 4:19pm 
A spiritual warrior is someone who judges strength not by the conquering of others, but of one's self. 
  
 A spiritual warrior is willing to detach from all things that obscure knowledge of one's True Self.  
  
A spiritual warrior will fight for the rights of anyone, because he/she knows that underlying the life of 
others, is a Unity with one's own life.  
  
It reminds me of when Dr. MLK Jr. said that injustice done anywhere to anyone diminishes us all. 
  
A spiritual warrior embraces the beauty and ugliness of life both, because life is both, and a spiritual 
warrior embraces all of life, not to be a prisoner of war to one side or the other. 
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Cassandra Gagnon A fitting title 

 

Spring Break 
by Roland Lucas on Thursday, April 14, 2011 at 9:52pm 
A time for renewal and rejuvenation. Sometimes the pressures of life have to be put on hold, so that a 
meaningful introspective Soul tour and life cleansing.can be done. This is such a time. Tai Chi, Chi Gong, 
African Drumming, Truth drum (speaking through the drum to see the true vibration that is present), long 
meditative walks in the park, standing by the still pond, vigorous exercise, reflexive writing, healing magic, 
calling on the Ancestors for direction and support, drum circle, poetic expression, detachment and release 
(even of chains made of gold). 
 

Life changing 
by Roland Lucas on Tuesday, April 12, 2011 at 4:39pm 
She doesn't know.  My distant brother told me today. He will take it harder than she, for she is a Goddess to 
him. For me, well I must say she is That to me too. What else can the one who brought you into the world 
be? 
  
Level 4 cancer days before mother's day, and her birthday. A shock of life. Life changing. I knew the big 
change would happen someday.  But today?  She thinks the fluid in the lungs is just from allergies.  No. 
How to tell her? The moment when our eyes meet ... she will be strong.  I know this.  She will not curse 
life.  She will teach me about being strong even in the face of death.  This is the kind of mother she is. She 
is a teacher; I always wondered where I got it from; now I realize.  Words can't wrap this. 
  
If my father's passing and now this has not brought the lesson home... above all else one's Integral Being 
must be confirmed while we live. With knowledge and confirmation in one's immortal divinity, it will all 
be alright. 
 

with sprinkles please 
by Roland Lucas on Sunday, April 10, 2011 at 9:44pm 
What scares me to death is living a plain vanilla life, with not even sprinkles. Even as a child I would never 
get a plain vanilla ice cream without the sprinkles. Mix it up - challenge the status quo, the standards, the 
fixated, the crystallized, the tried and true method.  Don't get me wrong, we all need a base, vanilla is not 
bad tasting; it's just not interesting or enough by itself. Diversity is the spice of life. 

Never fear, higher spirit is here 
by Roland Lucas on Sunday, April 10, 2011 at 8:33pm 
Been stressing about getting invited back to new school. Find out May 15th. This has been messing with 
my peace and joy.  So my higher spirit has been counseling me to remember that even in the worst case, to 
be grateful for the good things, and also to know that every time an uncomfortable ending has happened a 
better new beginning followed. On the positive side, I've played my cards well, so it should turn out good. 
Either way, I'm on mission. 
 

It's going to be a good summer. 
by Roland Lucas on Sunday, April 10, 2011 at 2:40pm 



Looking forward to just chilling for the summer. No summer teaching or other school work; insect repellent 
(for people who come around just for blood); African drumming (got all my drums ready); Do my deep 
reading and writing for second exam towards PhD; get into my Tai Chi and Chi Gong; get back into the 
gym; and maybe find a good woman.  It's going to be a good summer. 
 

What happens to an activist dream deferred? Does it 
sag like a load, or does it explode? 
by Roland Lucas on Sunday, April 10, 2011 at 12:57pm 
There is coming a point where the radical problems I see in my sphere of influence will have to be met with 
my full radical philosophy deployed in activism.  I only hope I don't wait too long, where my energy levels 
wont be up for the task. Teaching can be highly subversive of the status quo; it it can also be constraining 
by embedded structures that reproduce injustice. How to break out of the box? My Urban education, also 
has its gate keepers who in the end of the day reproduce injustice (i.e 3 years of Urban Education and not 
one Black Professor!). Yet somehow this all has to rise or gel into an activism. I can only wait so long. 
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• Yvonne Hardest Out Harris likes this. 

•  

o  
https://www.facebook.com/roland.lucas?sk=notes&s=40 

  
Cassandra Gagnon I think it depends on how far out of the box are u willing to go. I think 
also u have to be willing to chart a new course for yourself and your career. I think the 
question at that point is where do u want to take yourself. U cannot follow the traditional 
routes to get there.  
April 10 at 3:01pm · LikeUnlike 

o   
Roland Lucas Yea - how far and how fast we are willing to go... also what price we are 
willing and able to pay. 
April 10 at 4:46pm · LikeUnlike 

o  
https://www.facebook.com/roland.lucas?sk=notes&s=40 

  
Cassandra Gagnon It is refreshing to see others such as yourself, recognizing the 
limitations we place on ourselves and each other. As u so eloquently called them the 
"gate keepers" those of us that accept limitstions as a function of normal career paths, in 
my opinion are the ones mostly in your way. If u r willing to step outside that limitation, 
then I think u r really onto to something new, and uplifting. 
April 10 at 7:23pm · LikeUnlike 



o   
Roland Lucas Ahh and since you pointed this out I imagine that you are of the same Elk. 
Indeed I never thought of you as one to accept status quo. I've seen you dance in it, 
through it, around it, and finally past it. 
April 10 at 7:38pm · LikeUnlike · 1 person 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  


